New Practic
Aluminium grille anodized in stainless steel design

- grille is available in roll-up or linear design
- high-quality aluminum lamellas anodised in stainless steel look
- all-metal stainless steel rolls

Aluminium roll-up transverse grille
Transverse lamellas are linked with a loaded spring and their limits are defined with distance rolls of stainless steel. The rolling of the grille facilitates handling in the course of the installation and cleaning of the trench heater.

The maximal length of the grille in one piece is 6 500 mm.

Aluminium linear non-rolling grille
Aluminium lamellas provided with holes along their length and joined with a steel supporting bar. The grille is divided into more pieces for easy handling. The span between the lamellas is defined by stainless steel distance rolls.

The maximal length of a single piece is 3 000 mm. Greater lengths can be achieved by linking more pieces together.

How to order
Specify the grille type on position 17-18 in the convector code.

roll-up grille - marking 41
linear grille - marking 42

Note: the grilles cannot be used for trench heaters (FRT 0065 0250, FRT 0065 0300, FRT 0080 175, FRT 0080 0200)